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AIaMD – Sailing the boat while we build it
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AI as a medical device (AIaMD)

AIaMD as a subset of SaMD

Bulk of the UK AIaMD market is orientated toward 
diagnosis or triaging (~ 80%)

Avoid ‘AI exceptionalism’

Requires the best of medical device regulation and the 
best of data science
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IMDRF AI Medical Device Working Group
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Good Machine Learning Practice
Multi-Disciplinary 

Expertise Is Leveraged 
Throughout the Total 
Product Life Cycle

Good Software 
Engineering and Security 

Practices Are 
Implemented

Clinical Study 
Participants and Data 

Sets Are Representative 
of the Intended Patient 

Population

Training Data Sets Are 
Independent of Test Sets

Selected Reference 
Datasets Are Based 
Upon Best Available 

Methods

Model Design Is Tailored 
to the Available Data and 

Reflects the Intended 
Use of the Device

Focus Is Placed on the 
Performance of the 

Human-AI Team

Testing Demonstrates 
Device Performance 

During Clinically 
Relevant Conditions

Users Are Provided 
Clear, Essential 

Information

Deployed Models Are 
Monitored for 

Performance and Re-
training Risks Are 

Managed
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AIaMD Challenges

AIaMD can (but need not always) provide 
challenges over and above SaMD, 
namely:

A. Interpretability of AIaMD
B. Evidencing AIaMD
C. Adaptivity of AIaMD
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AIaMD Interpretability (1)
Data modeling culture v algorithmic modeling culture (Breiman 2001)

Two primary challenges of uninterpretable AIaMD:

1. Linking to clinical / scientific evidence or otherwise validating the model

2. Human factors

Performance of the Human-AI team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI poses:A CHALLENGE in that we may not know how it maps from X to Y in every case (Diagram on the right)BUT an OPPORTUNITY as it has the capacity to surprise us, to map relationships by using the data itself AI also poses other issues:AI is data science, it can provide extra challenges with respect to how to evidence the device (we’ll talk about that in the next few slidesAdditionally, we also know that how humans interact and interpret models is critical but also different v regular software

http://schmidscience.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/euclid.ss_.1009213726.pdf
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AIaMD Interpretability (2) Human Factors
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Evidencing AIaMD (1)

AIaMD can provide the following 
challenges:
• Performance of the human-AI team
• Linking to clinical or scientific evidence
• Reference standard ≠ gold standard
• Difficult to claim equivalence between 

models for clinical evidence (Annex A, 
MEDDEV 2.7/1 rev 4)

• Representativeness of training data / 
generalizability / applicability of models

• Reproducibility
• Calibration of models
• Bias

https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/17522/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/native
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Evidencing AIaMD (2) Bias

Three primary issues from a medical device POV:

1. Unrepresentative or skewed data may lead to lower performance in 
subpopulations

2. Representative data but without context may lead to poorer outcomes
3. AIaMD may not serve the needs of communities in which it is deployed if those 

communities' needs are not understood

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PROBLEM 1 – data problems are safety problems in AIaMD – manufacturers may not be able to make statistically significant claims about certain sub populationsPROBLEM 2 – bias doesn’t end with getting representative data, representative data without context can still lead to poorer outcomes. For instance, in a criminal justice setting, the COMPAS sentencing model had data points for sub populations but lacked the context for that data, thereby predicting certain sub populations to be a higher risk of recidivismPROBLEM 3 – user centric design is really important for the verification and validation of SaMD/AIaMD – devices need to be designed to meet the needs of the communities they serve
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Evidencing AIaMD (3) Bias

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PROBLEM 1 – data problems are safety problems in AIaMD – manufacturers may not be able to make statistically significant claims about certain sub populationsPROBLEM 2 – bias doesn’t end with getting representative data, representative data without context can still lead to poorer outcomes. For instance, in a criminal justice setting, the COMPAS sentencing model had data points for sub populations but lacked the context for that data, thereby predicting certain sub populations to be a higher risk of recidivismPROBLEM 3 – user centric design is really important for the verification and validation of SaMD/AIaMD – devices need to be designed to meet the needs of the communities they serve
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AIaMD Adaptivity (1) Distinguishing Concepts

Distinguish between at least four different 
issues:

1. Static devices
2. Batch training
3. ‘Individualised’ models
4. Continuous learning on streaming data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
STATIC DEVICES = the problem is primarily concept drift over timeBATCH TRAINING = the problem is ensuring we have streamlined processes to encourage assured change that keeps that model performing wellINDIVIDUALISED MODELS = some models are highly personalised to individuals, having little in common with one another, e.g. AI artificial pancreasesCONT LEARNING ON STREAMING = more organic, not currently on the market, requires a rethink of processes 
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AIaMD Adaptivity (2) Change Management

Different aspects of change that need 
consideration:
• Assuring intentional change made by the 

manufacturer
Non-linearity of change
Bugs

• Changes in deployment
Generalisability
Localisation

• Changes to the environment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are multiple sub problems of change management for AIPROBLEM 1: intentional change made by manufacturerChange to datasets underpinning AIaMD can be non-linear – small changes can cause a big change to performance, e.g. catastrophic forgetting in deep neural netsBugs, like all software, are inherently unpredictablePROBLEM 2: the population in which the AIaMD is deployed may be different from the training / test set – e.g. the model may not generaliseExample of a model to identify diabetic retinopathy in OCT images – trained on urban populations, performed less well in rural populations where the quality of the OCT image was differentPROBLEM 3: the relationship between variables in the environment might changeExample of predicting deterioration with COVID-19 with patients that present at an ICU – the relationship between age and probability of deterioration changed through 2021 as vaccination rates in age ranges shiftedPROBLEM 4: all of this leads to a dynamic situation, it’s about assuring the model across time NOT at one point in timePCCPs in public consultation
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AIaMD Adaptivity (3)
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AIaMD: What’s needed?

• The critical need for robust standards for 
AIaMD – legislation and guidance only get us 
so far

• Harmonisation of regulation at an 
international level

• The state of the art for AIaMD is still settling

• Different core AI challenges are at different 
levels of maturity

• Complexity of the AI standardisation 
landscape internationally
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